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ABSTRACT
The original BGP design requires that all
BGP speakers within an autonomous system be
directly connected with each other to create a
full mesh, and BGP update messages be propagated to directly connected neighbors only. This
requirement leads to BGP session scalability
problems in networks with large numbers of
BGP routers. Route reflection was proposed as
a quick fix to address this BGP session scalability
problem and has been widely deployed in the
operational Internet without a thorough analysis
of its pros and cons. In this article, we first provide an overview of the route reflection design,
summarize the discoveries from published literature, and discuss the trade-offs in using route
reflection as compared to using a fully connected
i-BGP mesh. Then we show that well engineered
route reflector placement can overcome certain
drawbacks, and that a few issues remain open
for future study.

INTRODUCTION
In the original Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
design, fully meshed i-BGP sessions among all
BGP routers in an autonomous system are used
to disseminate BGP updates within one
autonomous system. BGP update messages are
forwarded only to directly connected neighbors
to prevent the update messages looping. In a
network with large numbers of BGP routers, this
full-mesh requirement results in a large number
of BGP sessions at each router. Furthermore,
since BGP sessions are managed through manual configurations, this full-mesh requirement also
leads to configuration changes at all routers
whenever a router is added or removed.
Route reflection [1] was developed in 1996 as
one of the two proposed solutions to address the
above mentioned BGP scalability problem; the
other one is AS confederations [2]. Between the
two, route reflection has seen a larger deployed
base. However, the design of route reflection did
not go through thorough analysis studies before
its deployment widely rolled out more than 10
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years ago. Only recently have several studies
appeared that analyze various impacts of route
reflection on overall routing system performance. The results from these studies show that
route reflection may potentially decrease the
network’s robustness against failures, introduce
delayed routing convergence, reduce path diversity, adopt suboptimal routes, and even cause
data forwarding loops.
In this article, we first provide a comprehensive overview of BGP route reflection’s operations, and explain its pros and cons in detail. We
then illustrate how one can use well engineered
route reflector placement to overcome certain
drawbacks in route reflection deployment and
further scale the routing system, without any
protocol or implementation changes. Finally, we
identify remaining issues in achieving the goals
of both efficient routing information dissemination and system scalability.

BGP ROUTE REFLECTION
In this section, we first present a brief review on
BGP basics, followed by an overview of route
reflection; interested readers are referred to [1,
3] for more detailed descriptions of BGP, including differences between i-BGP and e-BGP, and
how route reflection operates. We then analyze
the pros and cons of the basic route reflection
design.

ROUTING IN THE INTERNET
The Internet is made of tens of thousands of different networks called autonomous systems
(ASs), and BGP is used to communicate reachability information. Routers of different ASs set
up BGP sessions in between to exchange BGP
routing updates. Such BGP sessions are called eBGP sessions, the operation of which is governed by routing policies. BGP sessions are also
set up between routers within the same AS to
exchange BGP routing updates, and these sessions are called i-BGP sessions.
In e-BGP, routers detect potential routing
loops at the inter-AS level by inspecting the
AS_PATH attribute carried in all BGP mes-
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sages. A router will drop a BGP message if the
AS_PATH in the message already contains its
own AS number. To avoid routing loops in iBGP, the original design requires that all BGP
routers in the same AS be directly connected to
each other via pair-wise i-BGP sessions and that
the reachability information learned over one iBGP session must not further distributed over
other i-BGP sessions. This full-mesh i-BGP connectivity allows each BGP router to learn about
reachability information directly from all other
BGP routers in the same AS, eliminating the
need to forward BGP updates learned from an iBGP speaker to another i-BGP speaker, hence
preventing potential routing loops. This standard
full-mesh requirement works well for small-sized
networks. However, this design does not scale as
the number of BGP routers increases; the number of i-BGP sessions to be established and
maintained within a given AS is
N × ( N − 1)
,
2
where N is the number of BGP routers in the
AS. Since operations such as creating or removing i-BGP sessions require operator intervention,
this full-mesh i-BGP connectivity requirement
also represents a high operational cost for largesized networks.
To alleviate this i-BGP scalability problem,
the vendor and operator communities quickly
proposed two solutions in 1996: route reflection
and AS confederations. Both solutions have
been deployed in operational networks; in certain cases AS confederation deployment is combined with route reflection. Overall, route
reflection has a wider deployed base and is the
focus of this article.

BASIC OPERATION OF ROUTE REFLECTION
The simplest model of route reflection deployment is to select one BGP router in an AS to be
the route reflector (RR), and have all the other
routers in the AS set up i-BGP sessions with the
RR. The RR receives BGP update messages
from each i-BGP speaker and forwards (or
reflects) them to all the other i-BGP speakers.
Because the RR forwards updates among i-BGP
speakers, it eliminates the need for all i-BGP
speakers to connect in a full mesh. To avoid a
single point of failure, an AS generally sets up
multiple RRs which are interconnected in a full
mesh among themselves.
Figure 1 illustrates the difference between
interconnecting i-BGP routers via full mesh and
via RRs. Figure 1a shows an example of fullmesh i-BGP interconnections, where all i-BGP
speakers are directly connected to each other.
Figure 1b shows an example of route reflection
deployment, where R1 and R3 serve as RRs and
connect to i-BGP speakers R2 and R4, which are
connected to both reflectors for redundancy.
Since R2 can learn R4’s BGP reachability information from the RRs and vice versa, R2 and R4
do not need to interconnect. R2 and R4 are client
routers of R1 and R3. A client is an i-BGP speaker that connects directly to an RR to learn the
reachability information collected by other
routers in the AS. In the view of R 2 and R 4, R 1
and R 3 are non-clients. Note that R 2 and R 4
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Figure 1. Different i-BGP topologies: a) full-mesh i-BGP; b) i-BGP with route
reflection.

require no special configurations; they are not
aware of R1 and R3 being RRs. Only R1 and R3
require configuration changes. The relation
between R1 and R3 is non-clients, and they can
pass the reachability information learned from
one i-BGP speaker to others in the same AS.
Because RRs forward reachability information learned from an i-BGP speaker to another
i-BGP speaker, routing messages travel more
than a single i-BGP hop, and it becomes possible
to create loops. To prevent such loops, two new
attributes are added to BGP update messages:
CLUSTER_LIST and ORIGINATOR_ID. An
RR uses its router ID as the cluster ID. When
forwarding a BGP update, if an RR finds its own
cluster ID in the CLUSTER_LIST attribute of a
received update, it discards the update; otherwise, it prepends its cluster ID in the CLUSTER_LIST attribute before forwarding the
update. In addition, the first router that injects a
routing update into the network will record its
router ID in the ORIGINATOR_ID attribute. If
a router receives an update with an ORIGINATOR_ID equal to its router ID, it discards the
update. In Fig. 1b, R 2 will discard all updates
reflected back to itself after checking that the
ORIGINATOR_ID attribute contains its router
ID.

BENEFITS OF ROUTE REFLECTION
Reduced Number of i-BGP Sessions — Route
reflection can effectively reduce the number of iBGP sessions in an AS. A non-RR router only
needs to establish a small number (typically two
for redundancy) of i-BGP sessions with the RRs.
Although an RR router generally has a larger
number of BGP sessions, one can control this
number through well established engineering
practices. Assuming a route-reflection-based AS
with N i-BGP routers and K RRs, the number of
i-BGP sessions for the network can be computed
as
K × ( K − 1)
K
+ ∑ i =1 Ci ,
2
where K is the number of RRs in the network
and Ci the number of client i-BGP routers connected to the given route reflector RRi. Typically
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Figure 2. Route reflection with data forwarding loop.
K is a much smaller number than N in practice,
making the total number of i-BGP sessions for a
given RR much smaller than that of full mesh.
For a given client, the number of i-BGP sessions
is typically a constant (e.g., 2 for redundancy)
regardless of network size.
Reduced Operational Cost — Creating, modifying, and removing BGP sessions require operator intervention. In the case of full-mesh i-BGP,
any new router added to a network requires
modifications to all the other routers’ configurations. In the case of route reflection, adding or
removing a client i-BGP router only requires
configuration changes to the RRs to which the
client connects, with no impact on the other
routers.
Reduced RIB-in Size — A BGP router R maintains three different types of routing tables:
RIB-in, Loc-RIB, and RIB-out. A RIB-in contains unprocessed (i.e., without applying import
policy) routing information that has been advertised to R by each of R’s BGP neighbors. After
examining the reachability information and
applying import policies across each RIB-in, the
router decides a single best path for each destination D and stores this best path in Loc-RIB. R
may or may not forward D’s reachability information to its BGP neighbor routers depending
on its export policy, but because the export policy to the i-BGP neighbors is mostly the same, R
only needs a small number of RIB-outs (e.g.,
one per peer group that shares the same export
policy) to store reachability information to be
propagated to all its neighbors. On the other
hand, the number of RIB-ins increases proportionally to R’s number of BGP neighbors. If R
has n neighbors each sending p prefixes, its total
RIB-in size is on the order of n × p. With fullmesh i-BGP sessions, n is the number of i-BGP
neighbors in the full mesh. With route reflection,
n for client i-BGP routers is the number of RRs
to which the clients connect and is typically a
small number.
Reduced Number of BGP Updates — With a
significant reduction in the number of i-BGP
neighbors, a client router naturally receives a
significantly reduced number of updates. A route
reflector Rr receives routing updates from all its
neighbors, but since BGP only propagates the
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best path to each destination, Rr further propagates only those updates that change its best
path selections. In sharp contrast to a full-mesh
i-BGP setting where all BGP updates are propagated to all routers, RRs effectively shelter their
client routers from a large percentage of incoming updates.
Incremental Deployability — Last but not
least, route reflection allows coexistence of RRs
with conventional BGP routers that do not
understand route reflection. A conventional
BGP router B can be connected to RRs as a
client or non-client (in which case B must also
be connected to all other RRs). This allows a
network to perform a gradual migration from
the full-mesh i-BGP model to the route reflection model.

CAVEATS OF ROUTE REFLECTION
Compared with the full-mesh i-BGP interconnections, although route reflection provides an
effective alternative to address the i-BGP scalability problem, it also brings several negative
impacts on overall routing system performance
as listed below.
Robustness — With full-mesh i-BGP, a single
router failure has limited impact on the rest of
the network. That is, only the failed router
cannot send or receive updates from the full
mesh; the rest of the routers in the network
are not affected. In the case of route reflection, if a route reflector R r fails, not only does
R r itself lose reachability learned from its
neighbors; the client routers that used R r to
communicate with other routers would no
longer be able to send or receive routing
updates. To avoid such single points of failures, RRs are normally deployed in pairs, and
each client router is usually connected to two
or more RRs.
Prolonged Routing Convergence — An AS
with route reflection can experience longer routing convergence compared to full-mesh i-BGP
interconnections. In the full-mesh i-BGP case, a
BGP update travels only one i-BGP hop to reach
all other i-BGP routers. However, with route
reflection, an update message may traverse more
than one RR before reaching the final i-BGP
router. Since each RR runs the best path selection process, there are both processing delay and
transmission delay to cross a route reflector.
These additional delays in update propagation
time can lead to a longer overall convergence
delay.
Besides the increased delay in routing message propagations, redundant route reflectors
also introduce multiple parallel paths to a given
destination. For example, in Fig. 1b, R2 can see
up to three paths during the convergence process after a destination announced by R 4
becomes unreachable:
• R2-R1-R4,
• R2-R3-R4
• R2-R1-R3-R4
Had all the routers been connected in a full
mesh, R2 would have only one path to reach it,
and the convergence could be faster.
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Data Forwarding Loop — In a simple route
reflection configuration where a single RR connects to all client routers, there should be no
data plane loops. However in real deployment,
because all client routers must connect to multiple RRs to avoid a single point of failure, this
redundant connectivity to RRs can potentially
introduce subtle data plane loops that defeat
intuitive inspection, as we show by the following
example borrowed from [4].
When a client router receives a data packet,
it looks up the destination address and forwards
the packet to the egress next-hop router.
Depending on the IGP connectivity, there can
be multiple router hops between this client
router and the egress next-hop router, as is the
case in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, RR1 and RR2 can reach
prefix d in AS2, and both announce this reachability to their clients R 1 and R 2. As far as BGP
routing is concerned, there is no routing loop.
However when R1 receives a data packet whose
destination address is d, it will try to send the
packet to the egress next-hop RR1 via R2, expecting R2 to further forward this packet to RR1. On
the other hand, R2 believes that the egress router
for destination d is RR 2 and sends the packet
back to R 1 , expecting that R 1 will forward the
packet to RR2. As a result of the inconsistencies
between the control plane topology and physical
connectivity, i.e., R1 is connected to RR1 on the
control plane but connected to R2 physically, and
vice versa, packets heading to destination d
would end up bouncing back and forth between
R1 and R2.
Reduced Path Diversity — For a given BGP
router, path diversity is a measure to quantify
the number of different routes available to
reach a given destination. High path diversity
for each destination prefix can increase the
resiliency against failures and offer opportunities for traffic engineering. Since an RR only
propagates its best route for a given destination,
all the client routers of the given RR use the
same single best route to the destination as chosen by the RR. Figure 3 shows such an example:
although both R1 and R2 are directly connected
to AS2 to reach destination prefix d, if the
reflector RR chooses R 1 as the best path to d,
R 3 has to use that path as well. Furthermore,
when the link between R 1 and R 4 fails, R 3 will
have to wait for some time until RR learns
about the failure and switches to an alternative
path to d, and then propagates the new path to
all its clients. In contrast, full-mesh i-BGP interconnections not only allow R 1 and R 2 to use
their direct connection to AS2 to reach prefix d,
but also allow R3 to learn both paths and choose
between them, and be able to switch to the
other path as soon as it learns about the failure
from R 1 directly. Recently, a number of measurement studies addressing the amount of path
diversity in a given AS [5] and the impact of
architectural impact of more scalable i-BGP
architectures such as route reflection [6] have
appeared in the literature, and interested readers are further referred to these studies.
There have been several recent efforts to
increase the path diversity in i-BGP to reduce
the convergence time. Reference [7] by Raszuk
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Figure 3. RR chooses its best route.

et al. suggests increasing path diversity within an
AS by modifying the best path selection in RRs
so that different RRs will advertise different
paths to client routers. Another proposal is
adding a best external option [8] in BGP. By
using the best external option, a border BGP
router can propagate more than one best external path to i-BGP neighbors inside an AS. This
can increase the number of paths observed by iBGP routers and decrease the number of hidden
paths. Yet another proposal by Walton et al. [9]
suggests allowing any BGP router to propagate
more than a single best path to increase the
overall path diversity.
Sub-Optimal Routes — An RR selects its best
paths to reach the destination prefixes using its
local routing information, and propagates these
selected paths to its clients. It is most likely that
not all the best paths chosen by the reflector
would be the best paths for each of all its clients.
Therefore, some client routers end up using
suboptimal paths to some destinations. For
example, in Fig. 3, AS1 has two paths to reach
prefix d in AS2, R1-R4 and R2-R5. Assuming that
the link lengths in Fig. 3 reflect the IGP distances of the routers, the route reflector RR
would pass to R 1, R 2, and R 3 its own best path
to prefix d in AS2, which is through R 1 -R 4
(because RR itself is closer to R 1 than R 2). R 2
will still use its own best path through R 2 -R 5
because of the BGP best path selection rule that
prefers the path learned from e-BGP over that
learned from i-BGP. However, R 3 will use the
path R1-R4, the only path learned from the RR.
R3’s shortest path to prefix d should have been
through R 2-R 5, had AS1 used full-mesh i-BGP
interconnections.
In the next section, we explain how one can
address some of the negative side effects by following the guidelines in [1].

CIRCUMVENTING THE DRAWBACKS
THROUGH RR PLACEMENT
In a network with route reflection, a client router
can connect to any RR in the same network.
However, as discussed earlier, improperly configured client-reflector relations may lead to subop-
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Figure 4. POP based route reflection.

timal routing paths. In practice, a pair of RRs is
placed in each of its major points of presence
(POPs, i.e., offices that the given ISP peers with
its peers or customers), so client routers connect
to the RRs residing in the same POP, making
the logical i-BGP topology following the underlying geographic locations to mitigate the negative impacts of route reflection.
Given that an RR is located in the same POP
with its clients, its best path selections should be
the same as those made by its clients, at least at
the granularity of the POP level. Thus, some of
the negative impacts from deploying route reflection mentioned in earlier, such as reduced path
diversity and suboptimal routing, should no
longer exist at the POP level. For example, the
sub-optimal route problem illustrated in Fig. 3
can be avoided by placing an RR in each POP.
As shown in Fig. 4, if RR1 is placed in the same
POP with R1, and RR2 in the same POP with R2
and R 3, both R 2 and R 3 can use the path R 2-R 5
to reach prefix d.
We make an observation that there is a tradeoff between the number of deployed route reflectors and routing optimality. Although technically
a route reflector can maintain thousands of sessions (and therefore clients), connecting so many
client routers across multiple POPs may lead to
less optimal routing decisions. On the other
hand, placing RRs at every POP introduced its
own scalability concerns.
Large Internet service providers (ISPs) have
routers at a large number of POPs, which may
be located in different continents. Route reflection requires that all RRs be connected in a full
mesh, putting a pair of RRs in every POP brings
back the initial problem of managing full-mesh iBGP sessions among a large number of RRs in a
global scale. An ISP can circumvent the above
issue by building a hierarchy of RRs.

HIERARCHICAL ROUTE REFLECTION
A hierarchical route reflection structure can be
built by recursive application of route reflection.
Since route reflection is an effective means to
move i-BGP sessions away from full mesh, one
can apply the same idea again at the RR level;
that is, for a set of M POP level RRs that
requires
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full-mesh i-BGP connections, one can simply set
up an RR S to connect up the M RRs as its
clients. As we already learned, for the overall
routing system performance, this RR S should
be placed as geographically close to all its clients
as possible. However, since the RRs are located
at different POPs, no single location can satisfy
this requirement. This problem can be alleviated
to a large degree through the deployment of
multiple levels of route reflections. For example,
although there is no location that is close to the
POP level RRs on both east and west coasts of
the United States, one could have two higherlevel RRs, one on the east coast and one on the
west coast, that are closer to the POP-level RRs.
To ensure the propagation of global BGP routing reachability to all i-BGP routers, one only
needs to create full-mesh i-BGP connections
among all the top-level RRs. Although hierarchical RR further reduces the total number of
sessions, this benefit does not come for free, as
we explain next.

IMPACTS OF HIERARCHICAL ROUTE REFLECTION
Increased Hop Distance and Paths — Under
full-mesh i-BGP, any i-BGP speaker can reach
any other i-BGP speaker with one i-BGP hop.
Under a hierarchical route reflection, the distance for an update to travel from one i-BGP
speaker to another is at least two hops (clientreflector-client), and in many cases longer. In
addition to increased numbers of i-BGP hops,
this hierarchical route reflection also leads to
increased number of alternative paths that
updates may travel through.
Additional Path Diversity Reduction —
Multi-level hierarchical route reflection topology
can also further reduce path diversity, because
the total number of routes to a destination d is
limited by the total number of the RRs at the
highest level that d’s reachability is propagated.
As one approaches the top of the hierarchy, the
number of RRs reduces.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we described the route reflection
solution along with its advantages and disadvantages that have been identified over time. In the
past, the number of BGP sessions that a router
can handle was relatively small. Thanks to software and hardware technology advances, today’s
routers on the market are capable of handling
thousands of i-BGP sessions [7], removing one
of the reasons for route reflection deployment.
However the operational cost from configuring
and maintaining full-mesh i-BGP sessions
remains a strong motivation for deploying route
reflections in a large network. Our study suggests that several open issues remain, and several potentials also exist, to make route reflection
an effective solution toward future routing scalability. We identify the following items for future
work.
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REMAINING ISSUES WITH ROUTE REFLECTION
We sort the route reflection induced side effects
identified in Section II-D into two categories.
The first one concerns routing convergence.
Route reflection deployment in a global-scale
ISP desires a hierarchical structure, which can
prolong routing propagation and worsen routing
convergence. The second category concerns mitigating path diversity reduction. Route reflection
may reduce the overall path diversity. However,
this route reflection induced reduction can be
mitigated by a well engineered RR placement as
mentioned in [6]. Another interesting approach
is to utilize redundant RRs that can address
robustness, path diversity, and suboptimal paths
all at once as discussed in [7, 9]. By design, an
RR plays a more important role than a client
router, thus it requires redundancy against a single point of failure. Redundant RRs can then be
utilized to increase path diversity and reduce
suboptimal routing.

ROUTE REFLECTORS AND ROUTE SERVERS
In conducting this research we also observe that
a number of similarities exist between a route
reflector in i-BGP and a route server which is
used to distribute reachability information in
large exchange points in e-BGP. We believe that
a clear articulation of similarities and differences
between the two can further improve our understanding of route reflection and how to use it
most effectively to distribute routing information
in i-BGP context.

SEPARATING CONTROL PLANE FROM
DATA PLANE
Lastly, as the Internet continues to grow in size,
ISPs also grow rapidly over time and its overall
topology becomes more complex. A recent trend
in scaling and simplifying network management
is to decouple a network’s control plane from its
data plane. We observe from the operational
practice that route reflection can be used as a
simple, incrementally deployable means to steer
a network toward separating its control plane
from the data plane.
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